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For a general class of order selection criteria, we establish analytic and non-
asymptotic evaluations of both the underfitting and overfitting sets of selected
models. These evaluations are further specified in various situations including
regressions and autoregressions with finite or infinite variances. We also show how
upper bounds for the misfitting probabilities and hence conditions ensuring the
weak consistency can be derived from the given evaluations. Moreover, it is
demonstrated how these evaluations, combined with a law of the iterated logarithm
for some relevant statistic, can provide conditions ensuring the strong consistency
of the model selection criterion used.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS
Let X=(X1 , X2 , ...) be a sequence of observations generated by a semi-
parametric distribution P%0 where %0 is the finite dimensional part of the
true model and belongs to 3, a subset of Rm. The integer m should be
thought as an upper-bound for the dimension of the parametric part. The
goal of model selection is to estimate the true model.
We call any subset P of M=[1, ..., m] a submodel and identify P with
the parameter subspace 3P=3 & [%i=0 for i  P]. The cardinality of P,
denoted by p, is the dimension of 3P . Thus M corresponds to the full
model. Our purpose is to find the true model P0=[i: %0, i {0], that is the
locations of non-null coordinates of %0 .
Given n observations X(n)=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn), a general model selection
criterion [1] consists of minimizing with P a penalized pseudo-likelihood
(PL) or objective function Un (%)=Un (%, X(n)): first we estimate %0 in 3P
by
% P=Arg Min
% # 3P
Un (%). (1)
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Let (cn)n0 be some sequence of positive numbers ( penalization rate). We
estimate P0 by
P n=Arg Min
PM {Un (% P)+
cn
n
p= . (2)
For instance with Un=&(2n) log (Likelihood), we obtain the AIC for the
constant rate cn=2, while the rate cn=log n yields the well-known BIC
criterion.
Therefore, a submodel P will be preferred to the true model P0 if and
only if
2n (P, P0) :=Un (% P)&Un (% P0)
cn
n
( p0& p). (3)
The underfitting set M &n and the overfitting set M
+
n are, respectively, the
events
M &n =[P ne3 P0], M +n =[P n * P0]. (4)
The purpose of this paper is to provide an accurate evaluation of these
two misfitting sets in an unified and general set-up. Our main assumption
is that the PL process Un (%) can be factorised as Un (%)=U(%, Tn), where
U is a known deterministic function and Tn some sample statistic. The
remaining assumptions on model identifiability or its smoothness are more
standard.
Our main results (Theorems 1 and 2) give, for a fixed sample size n, the
evaluations of M &n and M
+
n . These evaluations are not asymptotic, hence
they can be used for small or moderate sample sizes n. Another important
feature is that these evaluations are analytic: by this we mean that they are
derived without using any stochastic properties of the models. Actually,
they only depend on the smoothness of the map (%, #) [ U(%, #).
Furthermore, these evaluations shed a new light on the known asym-
metry between the two misfitting sets M &n and M
+
n . For example, we can
easily see from these evaluations how the overfitting set M +n depends on
the penalization rate cn much more than the underfitting set M &n .
As an important application, we will use these evaluations to derive
upper bounds for the misfitting probabilities P(M &n ) and P(M
+
n ). Conse-
quently, sufficient conditions on the rate cn will be given to ensure the weak
consistency. Furthermore, if the almost sure convergence rate of the
statistic Tn can be estimated through e.g. a law of the iterated logarithm,
strong consistency of the selection criterion can be derived in a straight-
forward way.
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Penalization criteria for model selection of the form considered above
were first introduced by Akaike [1]. Since the literature on the subject is
huge, we just mention some references related to the applications developed
in this paper. Strong consistency is established for various linear models by
[9, 12, 13, 15, 20, 2224, 27, 29, 32].
Probability estimates of the misfitting sets M &n and M
+
n has been much
less studied. In the case of an AR process, Shibata [28] obtained for the
AIC criterion an exact evaluation of the overfitting probability P(M +n ). In
the same context, Bai et al. [2] proposed an upper bound for P(M +n ).
Their approach has largely inspired our work. Other related results can be
found in [4] for convolution models, in [3] for a log-linear models and in
[31] for regression models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish the main
theorems. In Section 3, we apply these results in various situations: regres-
sion models with least squares estimation, Whittle’s PL for an AR process
or a CAR Markov field on Zd, categorical data models with maximum-
likelihood estimation, and Markov fields with Besag’s PL estimation. For
these models, we establish in Section 4 upper bounds for misfitting
probabilities P(M &n ) and P(M
+
n ). Weak consistency of the selection
criterion is derived under suitable condition on cn . Finally, we show in
Section 5 how our evaluations, combined with a law of the iterated
logarithm for the statistic Tn , can be used to address the strong consistency
of the model selection procedure.
2. EVALUATION OF THE MISFITTING SETS M &n AND M
+
n
Let us first introduce some notations. For any scalar map , depending
on some vector variables, say c and d, we shall denote its derivatives by
,(1)c =(,cj) and ,
(2)
c, d=(
2,ci dj). The maximum and minimum of two
real numbers u, v are denoted by u 6 v and u 7 v, respectively. The norm
& }& and the inner product ( } , } ) are Euclidean. For a linear map A from
Rp to Rq, we use the operator norm &A&=sup [&Au&: &u&=1]. The open
ball with center x and radius r is denoted by B(x; r) and the transpose of
a matrix A by A$.
Let n be some fixed positive integer. In the following assumptions, (C.2)
and (C.3) are defined with respect to some fixed point #0 # FRk.
(C1) Factorization. For an open parameter space 3/Rm and some
integer k, there is some statistic Tn=Tn (X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) # FRk and a
continuous map U: 3_F  R such that Un (%)=U(%, Tn).
(C2) Identifiability. (i) For all % # 3, U(%, #0)U(%0 , #0). (ii) If
U(%, #0)=U(%0 , #0), then [i: %i {0]$P0 .
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(C3) Smoothness. There is some ball V :=B(#0 ; R1) in F such that, for
all PM and # # V
(i) the map %P [ U(%P , #) from 3P to R has a minimum
%P(#) # 3P ;
(ii) these minima can be selected such that the map # [ %P(#) is
continuous on V.
The fixed point #0 corresponds to a central value of Tn and will be
specified in examples below. Clearly, the identifiability assumption (C2) is
fulfilled if %0 is the unique global minimum of the map % [ U(%, #0) on 3.
This will happen for applications carried out in Sections 3 and 4. However,
this uniqueness is not necessary. We require instead that P0 is minimal, i.e.,
that any other model P must contain P0 if it yields the same minimum
(e.g., this can be useful for ARMA models).
Roughly speaking, the smoothness assumption (C3) requires that in each
submodel P, the PL process Un (%)=U(%, Tn) can be continuously mini-
mized if the statistic Tn is close to #0 . Here again, the minimization map
# [ %P(#) may not be unique. In particular, the estimator % P=%P(Tn) can
be any of the possible solutions of (1).
It follows from (C3) that for each submodel P, the map
# [ _P(#) :=U[%P(#), #] is continuous on V. Since the number of sub-
models is finite, there is a common modulus of continuity 8 (resp. 9) for
[_P] of all submodels Pe3 P0 (resp. overmodels P$P0). More precisely,
8, 9 are positive and increasing maps defined on the interval [0, R1] such
that limu  0+ 8(u)=0, limu  0+ 9(u)=0,
|_P(#)&_P(#0)|8(&#&#0&), for Pe3 P0 and # # V, (5)
and
|_P(#)&_P(#0)|9(&#&#0&), for P$P0 and # # V. (6)
Define, for y # R, the inverse map
8&1 ( y) :=inf[u: 8(u) y] (by convention, inf <=).
We have
(i) 8&1 ( y)=0 for y0, and 8&1 ( y)=+ for y>8(R1).
(ii) u<8&1 ( y) implies 8(u)< y, and y>0 implies 8&1 ( y)>0.
The inverse map 9&1 is defined similarly and satisfies similar properties.
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Note that if P$P0 , _P(#0)=U(%0 , #0)=_P0 (#0). On the other hand for
any submodel Pe3 P0 , by (C2), _P(#0)=inf3P U(%P , #0) is strictly greater
than U(%0 , #0). Therefore the following constant
22 :=min[_P(#0)&_P0 (#0) : Pe3 P0] (7)
is positive.
2.1. Main Results
Theorem 1 (Analytic Evaluation of the Misfitting Sets M &n and
M+n ). Assume that (C1), (C2), and (C3) hold. Then
(i) The underfitting set M &n satisfies
M &n {&Tn&#0&R1 7 8&1 \12 _22&m
cn
n &+= . (8)
In particular, setting ’&0 :=22 (2m) and $
&
0 :=R1 7 8
&1 ((14) 22), we
have for cn n’&0 ,
M &n [&Tn&#0&$&0 ]. (9)
(ii) The overfitting set M +n satisfies
M +n {&Tn&#0&R1 7 9 &1 \12
cn
n += . (10)
We now discuss this result while postponing its proof to the end of the
section.
Comments. (i) The evaluations of M &n and M
+
n are by no means
asymptotic and hold for each n.
(ii) Often the smoothness (C3) holds with large R1 (even R1= as
in Subsection 3.1). Therefore the term R1 disappears from the above
evaluations.
(iii) Theorem 1 sheds new light on the strong asymmetry between
M&n and M
+
n . First, the identifiability condition (C2) is necessary only for
the evaluation of M &n (through the constant 22). Second, if cn n is small
(say cn n<22 m) and Tn  #0 when n  , the set M &n becomes empty.
This is not the case in general for M +n which depends on the relative
magnitudes of &Tn&#0& and cn n [28].
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To make the evaluation of M +n in (10) more explicit, we need to
estimate the modulus of continuity 9. In situations where 9 can be
computed in a closed form, application of Theorem 1 is straightforward
(see Subsection 3.1). Otherwise, Theorem 2 below provides a new estimate
of M +n by using some second order smoothness of the map U.
(D) Second-Order Smoothness. There is a radius r0>0 (we choose
r0<R1) such that, for each PM, the map U: %P_F  R is twice
continuously differentiable on BP :=B(zP ; r0) in 3P_F with center
zP :=(%P(#0), #0). Moreover, U
(2)
%2P
(zP) is positive definite and %P(#0)=%0
for P$P0 .
Theorem 2. Assume that (C1), (C3)(i), and (D) hold. Then there are
two positive constants $+0 and ’
+
0 such that if cn n’
+
0 , then
M+n {&Tn&#0&$+0 cnn = . (11)
Therefore, compared to (10), higher smoothness of U yields a more
explicit evaluation (11) of the overfitting set M +n . In particular, to avoid
any overfitting, - cn n must have at least the magnitude of &Tn&#0&.
However, there is a price to pay for this new evaluation of M +n : it is in
general less accurate than (10).
It is worth noting that the assumption (C3)(ii) on the continuity of the
minimization map # [ %P(#) is not used in Theorem 2. Indeed, the smooth-
ness (D) implies this continuity, as shown by Eq. (17) in the proof of
Theorem 2 given below. As a consequence, under assumptions (C1), (C2),
(C3)(i), and (D), both Theorems 1 and 2 apply.
2.2. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. To describe M &n and M
+
n , we should first estimate
2n (P, P0)=Un (% P)&Un (% P0)=_P(Tn)&_P0 (Tn)
=!1+!2 (P, P0)+!3 , (12)
where !1=_P(Tn)&_P(#0), !2 (P, P0)=_P(#0)&_P0 (#0), and !3=_P0 (#0)&
_P0 (Tn), and then compare it with n
&1cn ( p0& p) according to Eqs. (3)
and (4).
Evaluation of M &n . Let P$3 P0 . By (7), !2 (P, P0)22 . First assume
&Tn&#0&<R1 . Then by using the modulus of continuity 8 defined in (5),
we find
|!1|8(&Tn&#0&), |!3 |8(&Tn&#0&). (13)
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Assume in addition that &Tn&#0&<8&1 ((12)[22&m(cn n)]). Then
8(&Tn&#0&)<
1
2 _22&m
cn
n & .
Hence
2n (P, P0)22&28(&Tn&#0&)>m
cn
n
( p0& p)
cn
n
. (14)
Consequently by (3), P should not be preferred to P0 , that is, P n 
[P: P$3 P0]. The evaluation (i) of M &n follows.
Evaluation of M +n . Let P$P0 and P{P0 . Clearly, !2 (P, P0)=0.
Again assume &Tn&#0&<R1 . The estimates in (13) also hold with 9 in
place of 8. Assume in addition that &Tn&#0&<9 &1 ((12)(cn n)). Then
9(&Tn&#0&)<
1
2
cn
n
.
Hence
2n (P, P0)&29(&Tn&#0&)> &
cn
n
( p0& p)
cn
n
. (15)
Consequently, such a P should not be preferred to P0 . The evaluation (ii)
of M +n follows. K
Proof of Theorem 2. Observe first that for each PM, as U (2)%2P (%, #) is
continuous and U (2)% 2P (zP) is positive definite, we may assume (by decreasing
r0 if necessary), that U
(2)
% 2P
(%, #) is positive definite everywhere on the ball
B(zP ; r0). Let us define
b :=max
PM
sup
BP
[&[U (2)%2P ]
&1&, &U (2)%P, # &]. (16)
Step 1. Let us first prove that there is some r1>0 such that we have
for each PM,
If &#&#0&r1 , then &%P(#)&%P(#0)&b2 &#&#0&. (17)
Fix some PM and assume that &#&#0&<r0 . Recall that U (1)%P (%P(#), #)=
U (1)%P (%P(#0), #0)=0. Since U
(2)
% 2P
(%P(#0), #0) is positive definite, an applica-
tion of the implicit function theorem to U (1)%P says that there exists some ball
VP=B(#0 ; r1, P) (we take r1, Pr0) and a continuously differentiable map
G: VP  3P such that if # # VP , U (1)%P (%, #)=0 if and only if %=G(#), with
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(G(#), #) # B(zP ; r0). In particular, if &#&#0&r1, P , then %P(#)=G(#).
Since
G(1) (#)=&[U (2)% 2P (G(#), #)]
&1 U (2)%P , #(G(#), #),
the estimate (17) follows from (16) taking r1=min[r1, P : PM].
Step 2. Let P$P0 . By definition, % 0 :=% P0 ,
2n (P, P0)=U(% P , Tn)&U(% 0 , Tn)U(% P , Tn)&U(%0 , Tn).
Since U (1)%P (% P)=0, applying Taylor’s formula to the r.h.s. of the above
inequality gives, for some % # [%0 , % P],
2n (P, P0)& 12 (%0&% P)$ U
(1)
% 2P
(% , Tn)(%0&% P).
Let us define
r2 :=r1 7 (r0 2) 7 r0 (2b2), ’+0 =r
2
2 , and $
+
0 =17 - 2b5. (18)
Assume that cn n’+0 and &Tn&#0&<$
+
0 - cn n. By (D), %P(#0)=%0 . It
follows that &Tn&#0&r2 12r0 and by (17), &% P&%0&b
2 &Tn&#0&
1
2r0 . Hence, the point (% P , Tn) as well as (% , Tn) belongs to BP . So using
(16), &U (2)%2P (% , Tn)&b. Therefore, for such a choice of Tn and P, we obtain
2n (P, P0)&
1
2
b &%0&% P&2&
1
2
b5 &Tn&#0&2> &
cn
n
. (19)
Consequently, if P#P0 and P{P0 , 2n (P, P0)>&( p& p0)(cn n). The
new evaluation (11) of M +n follows. K
3. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we shall illustrate Theorems 1 and 2 for several models.
3.1. Regression Models with Least Squares Estimation
Consider an univariate regression model
yi=x$i %+=i , i=1, ..., n, yi # R, x i and % # Rm. (20)
That is Y=X%+!, with Y=( y1 , ..., yn)$, X=(x1 , ..., xn)$ and !=
(=1 , ..., =n)$. Set Q=(1n) X $X and assume
(ML) Q is positive definite. (21)
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For any positive definite matrix A, we set &u&2A :=u$Au and denote its
largest and smallest eigenvalues by *max (A) and *min (A), respectively. The
least squares function is:
Un (%)=n&1 &Y&X%&2=un+&%&Tn&2Q (22)
with un=n&1[Y $Y&Y $X(X $X)&1 X $Y] and Tn=(X $X)&1 X $Y. Here
U(%, #)=&%&#&2Q , F=3=R
m and #0=%0 . The last choice is justified by
the fact that usually the errors are assumed to have zero mean.
For BM and a matrix 1 (or vector) indexed by M, let 1B denote the
restriction of 1 on B. Then, the submatrix QB=(1n) X$BXB is still positive
definite.
Assumptions (C1) and (C2) are obviously satisfied. Furthermore, for
each PM, the (unique) minimum map is # [ %P(#)=[#i1 i # P] defined
for all # # Rm. Thus (C3) holds with R1=. It follows that _P(#)=&#S&2QS
where S :=M"P. Therefore _P(#0)=_P(%0)=&%0, S&2QS=&%0, P0"P&
2
QP0"P
.
Hence 22 is equal to
22= min
P e3 P0
&%0, P0" P&
2
QP0" P
.
We now estimate the modulus of continuity 8 and 9. For overmodels
P$P0 , _P(#0)=0. Since #0, S=0,
_P(#)&_P(#0)=&#S &2QS=&#S&#0, S&
2
QS
&#&#0&2Q*max (Q) &#&#0&
2.
Therefore we can take 9(u)=*max (Q) u2.
Next consider submodels Pe3 P0 . Assume that %0=#0 {0 and
&#&#0&u.
|_P(#)&_P(#0)|=| &#S&2QS&&#0, S&
2
QS
|
&#S+#0, S&QS &#S&#0, S &QS
*max (QS) &#S+#0, S& &#S&#0, S&
*max (Q) &#+#0& &#&#0&
*max (Q) u(u+2 &#0&).
Thus we can take 8(u) = *max (Q) u(u + 2 &#0&) for submodels. A
straightforward application of Theorem 1 yields
Proposition 3. For the regression (20) and the least squares function
(22), assume that (ML) holds. Then
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(i) Let f0 := - (14) 22 *max (Q) + &%0&2 & &%0&. If %0 { 0 and
cn n22 (2m), we have
M &n [&(X$X)
&1 X$Y&%0& f0]. (23)
(ii) For the overfitting set, we have
M +n {&(X$X)&1 X$Y&%0& 12*max (Q)
cn
n = . (24)
It is worth noting that the matrix Q, hence 22 and *max (Q), depend on
the sample size n. For 22 , note that
22*min (Q) min
i # P0
%20, i .
Therefore any asymptotic analysis will depend on the behavior of both
*min (Q) and *max (Q) (cf. [22]).
Remark. The estimation of the support of the mean of a multidimen-
sional variable can be treated in a similar way. Let Y1 , ..., Yn be n i.i.d.
m-dimensional observations with mean %0=EYj . The aim is to estimate the
support P0=[i: %0, i {0] of %0 . Consider the least squares function
Un (%)=n&1 :
j=1, n
&Yj&%&2=&%&Y &2+n&1 :
j=1, n
&Yj&Y &2, (25)
with Y =n&1 (Y1+ } } } +Yn). Analogously to the regression case, we have
the following
Proposition 4. (i) Let e0 :=- (14) 22+&%0&2&&%0& . If %0 {0 and
cn n22 (2m), we have
M &n [&Y &%0&e0]. (26)
(ii) For the overfitting set, we have
M +n {&Y &%0&12
cn
n = . (27)
3.2. AR on Z or Markov field on Zd with Whittle’s pseudo-likelihood
AR(m) Process. For a positive integer m and M=[1, 2, ..., m], define
3={% # Rm : 1& :
m
l=1
%z zl{0 for z # C, |z|1= . (28)
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For % # 3 and some white noise =, we consider a causal univariate AR(m)
process
Xt= :
m
l=1
%l Xt&l+=t , t # Z. (29)
Conditional Markov Field [CAR(M)] [10, 25]. Let M be some finite
subset of (Zd)+, the positive half space of Zd with respect to the
lexicographic order. Denote by m the size of M and define
3={% # Rm : 1&2 :
l # M
%l cos (*, l)>0, for all * # Td= (30)
with T=[0, 2?[. If % # 3, the following equations
Xt= :
l # M
%l (Xt+l+Xt&l)+et , with E(et Xu)=0 for t{u (31)
define a CAR(M) Markov field with support M.
Spectral Densities and Whittle’s Pseudo-likelihood. The spectral density
f% of both models (29) and (31) takes the form
f &1% (*)=(2?)
d }&1 {c0 (%)+2 :M cl (%) cos (*, l)= . (32)
For the AR(m), }=_2= , cl (%)=%0%l+ } } } +%m&l%m (in this formula,
%0=&1) for l=0, ..., m; and for the CAR(M) model, }=_2e , c0 (%)=1,
cl (%)=&%l for l # M.
Suppose that the process is observed on a rectangle [1, n] :=
[1, n1]_ } } } _[1, nd] of Zd (d=1 for the AR(m) process). The Gaussian
pseudo-likelihood (Whittle [30]) is given by
Un (%)=log _2= +_
&2
= {c0 (%) #^n (0)+2 :
m
s=1
cs (%) #^n (s)= ,
for AR(m)
(33)
Un (%)=(2?)&d |
Td
log f% (*) d*+_&2e { #^n (0)&2 :s # M %s #^n (s)= ,
for CAR(M),
where #^n (s) denotes the sample covariance n&1 t # [1, n] Xt Xt+s with the
convention Xu=0 if u  [1, n]. By taking Tn=(#^n (u), u # M _ [0]), we can
factorise Un with the function
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U(%, #)=log _2= +_
&2
= {c0 (%) #(0)+2 :
m
s=1
cs (%) #(s)= ,
for AR(m)
(34)
U(%, #)=(2?)&d |
Td
log f% (*) d*+_&2e {#(0)&2 :s # M %s #(s)=
for CAR(M).
Here the state space F is the collections of all (m+1) Fourier coefficients
#=[h (l)] with l # M _ [0], h running through the set of positive and
Lebesgue integrable functions on Td. We take #0=[(2?)d f%0@ (l)], the
Fourier coefficients of (2?)d f%0 on M _ [0].
Proposition 5. For both the AR(m) process defined in (29)(28) and
the CAR(M) field defined in (31)(30) with the Whittle pseudo-likelihood
(33), Conditions (C) and (D) are fulfilled and Theorems 1 and 2 apply.
The proof is given in Appendix A.
3.3. Likelihood for Categorical Data, Conditional Pseudo-likelihood for
Markov Field
Let X be a random variable with a finite state space E=[a0 , a1 , a2 , ...,
aK], K1, the distribution of this variable being conditional to some
v # V=[v1 , v2 , ..., vL]. In econometric models, v is some conditioning
exogenous variable, while for a Markov field X=(Xi), v=Xi represents a
neighborhood configuration around some site i. Natural estimating func-
tions include the likelihood and Besag’s conditional pseudo-likelihood, see
[5, 10]. Assume that such a conditional distribution is defined by
P(X=a | v)=?% (a | v)=
exp (%, ,(a, v))
x # E exp (%, ,(x, v))
(35)
with % # 3=Rm. Here ,(a, v)=[,l (a, v)], l=1, ..., m, are conditional
potentials. To ensure the identifiability of the model, we take ,(a0 , v)=0.
Suppose that for each v we have nv1 independent observations
[Xiv=(Xi | v)]1inv under v. The conditional log-likelihood of the obser-
vations is
Ln (%)=:
v
:
i=1, nv
log ?% (Xiv | v)= :
a # E, v # V
nav log ?% (a | v), (36)
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where nav=*[i: Xiv=a], nv=a nav and n=v nv . Thus we have for
Un=&n&1Ln
{Un (%)=U(%, Tn)=&n
&1 :
n
nv :
a
Tn (a, v) log ?% (a | v) with
(37)
Tn=(Tn (a, v): a # E, v # V), Tn (a, v)=nav nv .
Here 3=Rm, and F is the set of all conditional distributions induced by
(35): an element # # F is a collection of L conditional distributions
#=(?% (a | v)), (a, v) # E_V, for some % # Rm. Also we take #0=(?%0 (a, v)).
Let us define the m_(K+1) L matrix 7=(,l (a, v)), for row index
l=1, ..., m and column index (a, v) # E_V.
Propositional 6. Consider the model (35) with the pseudo-likelihood
function (37). Under the condition
(CAT) the matrix 7 is of full rank m, (38)
Conditions (C) and (D) are both fulfilled and Theorems 1 and 2 apply.
The proof is given in Appendix B.
Let us give two examples where (CAT) is satisfied.
Example 1. Logistic Regression. Here we assume v # Rq for some
integer q>0. The polytomic logistic regression model takes the form
P(X=ai | v)=
exp (;i , v)
Ks=0 exp (;s , v)
, i=0, 1, ..., K
with ;0=0. The parameters are %=(;$1 , ..., ;$K)$ # RqK and ,(ai , v)=
(0$, ..., 0$, v$, 0$, ..., 0$)$ where v is at position i. Assume that V spans Rq.
Then 7 spans RqK and (CAT) is satisfied (with m=qK).
Example 2. Markov Field on Zd [10]. Let M=[u1 , u2 , ..., um] be
m sites of the positive half space (Zs)+ with u1=0. The set M defines
a neighborhood relation: i t j if i & j or j & i belongs to M "[0]. For
simplicity, consider a homogeneous field with a singleton potential 91 :
E  R, and pair potentials 9l : E_E  R, defined for any pair of sites
(i, j) satisfying i& j=\ul , l=2, ..., m. Thus the conditional distribution
at site i is defined by the conditional energy (%, ,(xi , xi)), where
%=(%1 , %2 , ..., %m)$ # Rm, ,=(,l , l=1, m)$, i=[i\ul , l=2, ..., m] and
,1 (xi , xi)=91 (xi), ,l (xi , xi)=9l (xi , xi+ul)+9l (xi , xi&ul), l=2, ..., m.
To specify, consider an Ising model: E = [&1, 1], 91 (x) = x,
9l (x, y)=xy for l=2, ..., m. Define vl=xi+ul+xi&ul for l=2, ..., m, and
2(v)= t (1, v2 , v3 , ..., vm). It is easy to see that ,(xi , xi)=xi2(v). Hence if
[2(v), v # V] spans Rm, the condition (CAT) is satisfied.
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4. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE MISFITTING PROBABILITIES
P(M &n ), P(M
+
n )
We now give upper bounds for P(M &n ) and P(M
+
n ) for the examples con-
sidered in the previous section and two infinite variance models. Even we do
not state it explicitly, sufficient conditions for the weak consistency can be
straightforwardly derived from these upper bounds.
Probability and expectation under %0 will be denoted by P0 and E0
respectively. The main goal is to evaluate deviation probabilities like
P0[&Tn&#0&an], an being a constant in the case of M &n , while for
M+n , an is proportional to - cn n which usually tends to zero as n  .
Consequently, P(M&n ) is related to large deviations of Tn and P(M
+
n ) to its
moderate deviations.
We follow an approach based on exponential inequalities. The main inter-
est of this approach is that large or moderate deviation probabilities can be
treated in an unified way. However, a possible drawback of this approach
could be that the constants involved in the upper bounds given below may
be not optimal.
A common fact is that P(M&n ) vanishes exponentially fast (provided cn n
is small), while P(M +n ) decreases at a slower rate depending on the
magnitude of cn n. For instance, for the BIC rate cn=log n, P(M +n ) is of
polynomial order O(n&:) for some :>0.
Let us recall the exponential inequalities used. We shall say that a
zero-mean, real-valued variable X has an exponential moment E({, g) if the
following condition is fulfilled for some positive constants { and g,
E({, g): EetXe(12) gt2 for |t|{. (39)
This is equivalent to the following moment condition (see Lemma 2.2 in
[21]):
_a>0, Eea |X|<. (40)
Moreover, any family F=[X:] of real variables will be said to have an
uniform exponential moment E({, g) if (39) is satisfied for each X: # F with
some uniform constants { and g.
Furthermore for any sequence of independent and centered real variables
(Xn)n1 having an uniform exponential moment E({, g), the following
exponential bound holds for the mean X n=n&1 nj=1 Xj (see Theorem 2.6 in
[21])
P( |X n |x)2 exp {&n \x
2
2g
7
{x
2 += . (41)
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4.1. Regression Models
For the regression model (20) defined in Subsection 3.1, we will assume
that
The variables (=j) j1 are zero-mean, independent and
have an uniform exponential moment E({*, g*) for some {*, g*>0. (42)
As the sample size n may vary, we add the subscript n to previously defined
variables X, Y, ! and Q. Assume also the following condition on the
exogenous variables [xi]
A* :=sup [x2i (l): i0, 1lm]<, (43)
*
*
:= inf
nm
*min (Qn)>0. (44)
It is worth noting that for an i.i.d. process (=i), (43) can be weakened, see
[31, 22].
Proposition 7. In the framework of Subsection 3.1, assume that (42),
(43), and (44) are satisfied. Then there exist positive constants 2
*
, D1 , D2 and
D3 such that
(i) If %0 {0 and cnn2* (2m), we have
P0 (M &n )2me
&D1n.
(ii) For the overfitting set, we have
P0 (M +n )2m exp[&[D2cn 7D3 - ncn ]].
Proof. Easy calculations give for the constants involved in Proposition 3
*max (Qn)mA*, (45)
222* :=** mini # P0
%20, i , (46)
f0f* := 2*4mA*+&%0&2&&%0&. (47)
As Qn is always positive definite for nm, Condition (ML) is satisfied.
Let us use the evaluations (23)(24). Since Yn=Xn%0+!n , we get
(X$nXn)&1 X$nYn&%0=n&1Q&1n X$n!n . Let Zn be the m-dimensional vector
n&1X$n!n . Thus for u0,
[&(X$nXn)&1 X$nYn&%0&u]/[&Zn&u - *min (Qn)]/[&Zn&u - ** ].
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Furthermore, the l th component of Zn is Zn (l)=n&1 ni=1 xi (l) =i . For
any t such that |t|{*- A*, since |txi (l)|{*, we find by (42) and (43),
Eetxi (l) =iexp[12 g*x
2
i (l) t
2]exp[ 12 g*A*t
2].
Hence the weighted sequence [xi (l) =i]i1 has an uniform exponential
moment E({*- A*, g*A*). Since [&Zn&u - ** ]/
m
l=1 [ |Zn (l)|
u - *
*
- m], we have
P(&Zn&u - ** )2m exp {&n \ **u
2
2g*mA*
7
{*u
2 
*
*
mA*+= .
The results follows by taking u= f
*
and u=[(2mA*)&1 cn n]12 for
P0 (M &n ) and P0 (M
+
n ), respectively. The involved constants are
D1=
**f
*
2
2g*mA*
7
{*f
*
- *
*
2 - mA*
, D2=
*
*
2g*(2mA*)2
, D3=
{* - *
*
4 - 2 mA*
. K
4.2. AR and CAR Markov Fields
For the AR(m) process (29), we shall assume
(=t) is a zero-mean i.i.d. sequence satisfying for some a>0, Eea=
2
1<, (48)
and for the CAR(m) field (31)
X=(Xt) is a zero-mean Gaussian field. (49)
Both the AR(m) process and the Gaussian CAR(M) field are linear
processes, i.e.,
Xt= :
s0
as=t&s , (50)
where (=t) is the corresponding innovation process (for the CAR(M) case,
see, e.g., Theorem 1.2.3 in [10]). Moreover, there is some : # [0, 1) and
A0 such that for s=(s1 , ..., sd) # Zd, |as |A: |s1|+ } } } +|sd |. In the AR(m)
case, d=1 and (=t) is the i.i.d. sequence defined in (29), while in the Gaussian
CAR(M) case, =t is given by =t=E(Xt |Xs , s<t) with < the lexicographic
order on Zd. In the CAR(M) case, the variables (=t) are Gaussian and
uncorrelated, hence independent, and the moment condition Eea=
2
1< holds
for some a>0.
The common linear representation (50) makes an unified analysis of both
models possible. Recall that the CAR(M) model is observed on a rectangle
[1, n]=[1, n1]_ } } } _[1, nd] of size n=n1 } } } nd .
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Proposition 8. (1) The CAR(M) case: Assume that (30) and (49) are
satisfied. Then there are positive constants n
*
, +, +$ and _j , &j , &$j for j=1, 2,
such that for nin*, i=1, ..., d,
(i) If cn n’&0 , we have
P(M &n )+e
&n+$.
(ii) If ncn_1 and cn n_2 , we have
P(M +n )&1 {1+log ncn +\log
n
cn+
2
= e&&$1cn
+&2 {1+ ncn +
1
cn= e&&$2 - ncn. (51)
(2) The AR(m) case. Assume that (28) and (48) are satisfied. Then the
same conclusions hold.
The proof is given in Appendix C where the constants are made explicit.
These results show that once cnn’&0 , P(M
&
n ) vanishes exponentially fast.
On the other hand, let us give an example of the upper bound for P(M +n ).
Consider the AR(m) case with cn=2C log log n for some C0. The r.h.s. of
(51) is equivalent to &1 (log n)2(1&&$1C) (which tends to zero for C>1&$1).
4.3. Categorical Data Models and Finite State Space Markov Fields
Within the framework of Subsection 3.3, probability estimates for M &n
and M+n will be based on the following result (see [16, 21]): Given n
independent real variables (Xk)1kn , each of them having a compact range
[ak , bk] (ak<bk), the following deviation estimate holds for the average X n
P( |X n |x)2 exp &
2n2x2
nk=1 (bk&ak)
2 . (52)
On the other hand, since
[&Tn&#n&x] .
(a, v) # E_V { |Tn (a, v)&?%0 (a | v)|
x
KL= ,
and Tn (a, v)=n&1v nav # [0, 1], we have by (52)
P(&Tn&#0&x)2K :
V
exp &{2nv \ xKL+
2
= .
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For the constants $&0 , ’
&
0 and $
+
0 defined in Theorems 1 and 2,
c&=2[$&0 (KL)]
2, c+=2[$+0 (KL)]
2.
A straightforward application of Proposition 6 yields
Proposition 9. Under the condition (38), we have
(i) If cn n’&0 , then
P(M&n )2K :
v # V
e&c&nv.
(ii) Without any condition on cn ,
P(M+n )2K :
v # V
exp _&c+ \nvn + cn& .
On the (CAT ) Condition for Markov Field. The condition (CAT) (38)
requires that nv1 for each v in some subset V of the neighborhood con-
figurations. Here (nv)v # V are random. However, if X is observed on
[1, n]=[1, n]d, this requirement will be fulfilled almost surely for large n,
thanks to the following subergodicity result [8]:
_:>0, such that almost surely, \v # V, lim inf
n  
nv
nd
:.
4.4. Models with Infinite Variances
Once cnn is small enough and following Theorems 1 and 2, the misfitting
set Mn=M &n _ M
+
n can be estimated as Mn [&Tn&#0&>$- cnn] for
some $>0. We shall estimate P0 (Mn) for two models involving variables
with infinite variance.
4.4.1. Sample from a :-Stable Law with Exponent : # (1, 2). Let us con-
sider an i.i.d. sample of an m-dimensional random vector Y=%0+=. Assume
that each component =( j) of = is a symmetric :-stable variable with index
: # (1, 2) (see [21, Chap. 3] for more reference on stable variables). Such a
:-stable variable Z satisfies: (1) as x  , x:P( |Z|>x)  C, where C is a
characteristic constant; (2) For any sample (Zi) i=1, ..., n , the normalized
sample mean n&1: ni=1 Zi has the same :-stable distribution as Z. Note
that since :>1, (2&:):<1. Thus straightforward application of (9) and
(11) yields the following result.
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Proposition 10. Assume that
cn
n
 0 and
cn
n(2&:):
 .
Then there is a positive constant D such that for large enough n
P0 (Mn)D _ cnn(2&:):&
&:2
. (54)
4.4.2. Infinite Variance AR(m) Process. Consider an AR(m) process (Xt)
as defined in (29)(28), where (=t) are i.i.d. with a common distribution in
the domain of attraction of a symmetric stable distribution with index
: # (0, 2). For such a process, expectations of sample auto-covariances are
undefined. Therefore the Whittle PL (33) is no longer useful.
However, expectations of the sample autocorrelations \^n(s) :=#^n (s)#^n(0)
are well-defined [14] and converge to
\0(s)=
 j0 bjbj+s
 j0 b
2
j
, (55)
where (bj) are the coefficients of the linear representation of the process
Xt=s0 bs=t&s .
For the estimation purpose, we modify the Whittle PL (33) as follows
(still denoted Un)
Un(%)=c0 (%) \^n (0)+2 :
m
s=1
cs (%) \^n (s)
=\ :
n
t=1
X 2t +
&1
} :
n
t=1 \Xt& :
m
s=1
%sXt&s+
2
,
with the same cs (%) as in (33), Tn=[ \^n (s)] and #0=[\0 (s)] where
1sm. Assumptions (C1),(C2),(C3)(i), and (D) still hold (as in the finite
variance case, Proposition 5). Hence Theorem 1 and 2 apply.
To control the wrong fitting probabilities, let us recall the following
Central Limit Theorem on Tn , proved in [7] (see also [19])
\ nlog n+
1:
[\n (s)&\0 (s)]  L(s), P0 -weakly, (56)
where L(s) is some limiting distribution. Consequently, an application of (9)
and (11) yields.
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Proposition 11. Assume that
cn
n
 0 and \ nlog n+
1:
\cnn +
12
 . (57)
Then
P0 (Mn)  0. (58)
For instance, the Akaike’s information criterion (cn #2) is consistent; we
have recovered a result proved by [6, 18].
5. STRONG CONSISTENCY OF THE MODEL
SELECTION CRITERION
This section is devoted to illustrate how strong consistency can be derived
from Theorems 1 and 2. To this end, assume that the following upper bound
is available on the a.s. convergence rate of the statistic Tn
_A>0, lim sup \ n2 log log n+
12
&Tn&#0&A a.s. (59)
In such a case, strong consistency holds.
Theorem 12. Assume that (59) and the evaluations (9) and (11) hold.
Then under the conditions lim sup cnn<’&0 , lim sup cnn<’
+
0 and
lim inf cn (2 log log n)>(A$+0 )
2, we have P n  P0 a.s.
Proof. By Theorem 2, M +n [&Tn&#0&$+0 - cn n]=: Wn . On W :=
lim sup Wn=[&Tn&#0&$+0 - cnn infinitely often], there is some sub-
sequence nk A , such that &Tnk&#0&$
+
0 - cnk nk . Hence on W
lim sup \ n2 log log n+
12
&Tn&#0&$+0 lim inf \ cn2 log log n+
12
>A.
By (59), W is negligible. The same is true for lim sup M+n .
To end the proof, note that (59) ensures &Tn&#0&  0. Hence for almost
| and large enough nn0(|), we have |  M&n by (9), that is P n(|)$P0 .
In particular, lim sup P n(|)$lim inf P n(|)$P0 . We now claim that
lim sup P n=P0 a.s. which ends the proof. Assume indeed for | as chosen
above, there is a k # lim sup P n(|) with k  P0 . This implies that
| # lim sup M+n which is a negligible set. K
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It should be pointed out that (59) is a natural assumption when con-
sidering the strong consistency. So, Theorem 12 just recovers this well-
known fact. For instance, HannanDeistler’s Theorem 5.4.1 in [15] when
applied to AR models indicates that our conditions on the penalization
rate cn in Theorem 12 are optimal up to some constant factor in that case.
We have lost some precision, but Theorem 12 can be applied to many
other models than the AR ones.
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5
It is already shown that (C1) holds. For (C2), we find for both models
U(%, #0)&U(%0 , #0)=(2?)&d |
Td _
f%0
f%
&1&log
f%0
f% & (*) d*0,
where the equality holds if and only if %=%0 . Therefore %0 is the unique
minimum of U(%, #0) on 3.
We now check the smoothness condition (C3)(i) and (D) separately for
the two models.
The AR(m) model. By (34) and (32), we get
U(%, #)=log _2= +_
&2
= [%$1%&2%$u+#(0)], (60)
where 1 is the m_m auto-covariance matrix [#(i& j)]1i, jm , with
#(& j)=#( j), and u=[#( j)]1 jm . For each submodel PM and
%P=(%i1 i # P), the function %P [ U(%P , #) is a positive quadratic map,
having a unique minimum %P(#)=1 &1P uP . Clearly # [ %P(#) is everywhere
continuous and (D) holds.
The CAR(m) model. The parameter space 3 given by (30) is convex.
Define g% (*) :=_2e[(2?)
d f% (*)]&1=1&2 M %l cos (*, l). The function
% [ U(%, #) is convex because its Hessian matrix,
D(%)=U (2)%2 (%, #)=4(2?)
&d \|Td
cos (u, *) cos (v, *)
g% (*)2
d*+u, v # M , (61)
is positive definite on 3. Thus any minimum %P(#) of U(%, #) on 3P , if it
exists, will be unique. It remains to prove the existence of such a minimum.
For this, we shall show that U(%, #) tends to infinity when % approaches the
boundary of 3P .
First note that 3 is bounded (&%&1 on 3): indeed, an application of
the Fourier inversion formula to the positive polynomial g% yields
|&%l |= } (2?)&d |Td g% (*) exp &i(*, l) d* }(2?)&d |Td g% (*) d*=1.
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Set G(%)=&(2?)&d Td log g% (*) d* and H(%, #)=U(%, #)&G(%). As 3 is
bounded, H is bounded on 3.
Let % be some boundary point of 3P . By the definition of 3, there exists
some +* # Td s.t. g% (+*)=0. As g% 0, we find g
(1)
% , *(+*)=0. A Taylor
expansion at +*, together with the compactness of Td ensure that there is
some a>0 s.t. g% (*)a &*&+*&22 for all * # T
d. It follows that G(% )=.
Take some sequence (%n) converging to % . Then (g%n) converges uniformly
to g% . Hence lim%n  % G(%n)=G(% )==lim%n  % U(%, #). The existence of
an (unique) minimum %P(#) # 3P follows. Thus (C3)(i) is proved.
Finally by (61), the second order smoothness (D) obviously holds.
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6
The assumption (C1) holds by definition (37) of U. Let us examine (C2).
The assumption (CAT) ensures that the %-parametrisation is proper, i.e. the
map % [ ?% is injective. Denote by E%, v and V%, v the expectation and the
variance under ?% ( } | v), respectively. For #=(?| (a | v)) # F,
U(%, #)=& :
v # V
nv
n
E|, v[log ?% (X | v)]. (62)
The r.h.s. of the above equation is a weighted sum of KullbackLeibler dis-
crepancy between the conditional distributions ?| ( } |v) and ?% ( } | v). Tak-
ing #=#0=(?%0 (a | v)), we find that %0 is the unique minimum of the map
% [ U(%, #0) on 3=Rm. Hence (C2) holds.
We now check (C3)(i) and (D). Fix some PM. It is easy to see that
for all #, the map %P [ U(%P , #) has continuous second order derivatives
on 3P (hereafter, we drop the index P in %). In particular, its Hessian
matrix at (%, #) is equal to
U (2)%2 (%, #)=:
v
nv
n
V%, v[,(X, v)], (63)
which is independent from #. It will be shown below, while proving (D),
that this matrix is positive definite. Because 3P is convex and % [ U(%, #)
is strictly convex, any minimum %P(#) of U(%, #) on 3P will be unique (if
it exists). It remains to prove the existence of such a minimum. For this,
we shall prove that U(%, #)   as &%&  .
Let us take some non null vector D in 3P and consider %=;D # 3P
while letting ;  . For any v # V, let us define Wv (a)=(D, ,(a, v)), and
its maximum W v=max[Wv (a): a # E]. Thus
E|, v log ?% (X | v)=;E|, v[Wv (X)]&log :
a # E
exp[;Wv (a)]. (64)
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When ;  , we have a # E exp[;Wv (a)]=:ve;W v[1+=v (;)] with some
positive integer :v and =v(;)  0. Hence by (62) and (64)
U(%, #)=; :
v # V
nv
n
E|, v[W v&Wv (X)]+ :
v # V
nv
n
[log :v[1+=v (;)]].
On the other hand, the assumption (CAT) ensures that there is some
v
*
# V for which the map a [ Wv* (a) is not constant. It follows that
U(%, #)   as ;  . The assumption (C3)(i) is proved.
Finally to check (D), it is enough to prove that the Hessian U (2)%2 (%, #) in
(63) is positive definite. Let us take again some D # Rm"[0]. With the same
Wv ’s and v* as defined before, the conclusion follows from
D$U (2)%2 (%, #) D= :
v # V
nv
n
V|, vWv (X)
nv*
n
V|, v*
Wv* (X)>0.
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 8
For a linear process as defined in (50), there is no basic difference
between the unidimensional case d=1 and the multidimensional case d2.
Therefore we shall hereafter assume that d=1 for simplicity. Since
Tn=[#^n (l): l # M _ [0]] and E0 #^n (l)=#0 (l), we have to control devia-
tion probabilities P0 ( |#^n (l)&#0 (l)|x): the intended result follows from
specifications of such estimates with suitable values of x as indicated in
Theorem 1. Again for simplification purposes, we shall explain in detail
only the case l=0. For l{0, the results follow in a similar way.
Following [2], the idea of the proof is to use the linear representation
(50). Since there is some trouble in their proof (see Eqs. (3.23) and (3.27)
there), we reconsider it here. For l=0,
#^n (0)&_2X=An+Bn , (65)
with
An =
1
n
:
n
t=1
:
s0
a2s (=
2
t&s&_
2
= ),
Bn=
2
n
:
n
t=1
:
2>0
:
s0
asas+2=t&s=t&s&2 .
Thus for x>0,
P( |#^n (0)&_2X |x)P \ |An |x2++P \ |Bn |
x
2+ .
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We estimate the right hand side in several steps. Recall that : # (0, 1) is the
rate such that |as |A:s. The following constants will be used in the sequel.
; # (:, 1), h=;:, n
*
=min[k0 : hkk], (66)
K0=(4;A2)&1 (1&;)(1&;2), K$0=
1
2
A&2 (1&;2), (67)
q=
{g(m+1)
K0$+0
, q$=
{g(m+1)
K$0 $+0
, (68)
_2=q2, _2=\qh+
2
7 (q$)2 7 ’+0 . (69)
Step (1). Estimate for P( |An |> 12 x). Set Et :==
2
t &_
2
= , xs=K$0h
2sx,
;2s =(1&;
2) ;2s. Since s0 ;2s =1,
{ |An |x2= .s0 {a
2
s } 1n :
n
t=1
Et&s }12 ;2s x=
 .
s0 {}
1
n
:
n
t=1
Et&s }xs= .
Et has an exponential moment E({, g) for some positive constants { and g.
Set !{, g (x)= 12[(x
2g) 7 ({x)]. Therefore
P { |An |x2=2 :s0 e
&n!{, g(xs). (70)
Step (2). Estimate for P( |Bn |> 12 x). Similarly, set for any positive
integer 2,
Ft, 2==t =t&2 , Fs, 2=n&1 :
n
t=1
Ft&s, 2 ,
xs, 2=K0h2s+2x, ;s, 2=(1&;2)(1&;) ;2s+2&1.
Since s0, 21 ;s, 2=1, we may write
{ |Bn |x2= .s0, 21 {}
1
n
:
n
t=1
Ft&s, 2 }xs, 2=
= .
s0, 21
[ |Fs, 2 |xs, 2].
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Hence
P { |Bn |x2= :21 :s0 P[ |Fs, 2 |xs, 2]. (71)
Fix some s0 and define In=[1, ..., n], J1=[t: t # In and 1[t]2]
with [t] :=t mod 22, J2=In&J1 , nk=|Jk | and Fk=n&1k t # Jk Ft&s, 2 for
k=1, 2 (with the convention Fk=0 if nk=0). This decomposition of In
ensures the independence of the variables [Ft&s, 2 : t # Jk] in each subset
Jk . Furthermore, since n1n2 , we have n1 12n>0. Then
[ |Fs, 2 |xs, 2]/ .
k=1, 2
[ |Fk |xs, 2]. (72)
On the other hand, consider the variable F==u=v for u{v. Since
|F | 12 (=
2
u+=
2
v), (40) holds for F. Thus F has an exponential moment
E({$, g$) for some positive constants {$ and g$.
We may assume that {$={ and g$= g (otherwise replace {, {$ by { 7 {$,
and g, g$ by g 6 g$). Then ! will hereafter denote this common bound !{, g
for the variables [=2t &_
2] and [Ft, 2].
We now split the r.h.s. of (71) in three different terms according to
whether 2n, 2 12n or
1
2 n<2<n. If 2n, n2=0 and n=n1 . Hence
P[ |Fs, 2 |xs, 2]2e&n!(xs, 2). (73)
If 2 12n, then n1
1
3n and n2
1
3n. Therefore
P[ |Fs, 2 |xs, 2] :
k=1, 2
P[ |Fk |xs, 2]4e&(13) n!(xs, 2). (74)
In the last case, since n21, n11 and ! is increasing, we have
P[ |Fs, 2 |xs, 2] :
k=1, 2
P[ |Fk |xs, 2]4e&!(xs, 2). (75)
Collecting (71) to (75) yields
1
4
P { |Bn |x2=\ :2n+ :2(12) n+ :s0 e
&(13) n!(xs, 2)
+ :
(12) n<2<n
:
s0
e&!(xs, 2). (76)
Step (3). An Auxiliary Lemma. The upper bounds in (76) and (70)
show that we have to estimate sums of type s0 exp[&:n!(xs, 2)] with
some :n>0. This is done in the following lemma that we shall prove later.
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Lemma 13. (i) Let p # (0, 1), u>1. For any integers 1st,
:
t
k=s
puk
1
log u |log p|
pu s&1
us&1
. (77)
In particular s0 pu
s
1+(log u |log p| )&1.
(ii) By setting K1= 12 g
&1K 20 , K2=
1
2 {K0 , u(x)=log[{g(K0 x)]log h
and v(x)=1+(2K2x log h)&1, we have
:
s0
exp[&:n!(xs, 2)]
[1+ 12u(x)] 1[u(x)2]e
&:nK1x
2h22+v(x) e&:nK2xh2. (78)
(iii) Similarly by setting K $1 = 12 g
&1K 0$
2 , K $2 = 12 {K $0 , u$(x) =
log[{g(K$0x)]log h and v$(x)=1+(2K$2x log h)&1, we have
:
s0
exp[&:n!(xs)]
[1+ 12u$(x)] 1[u$(x)0] e
&:nK$1x
2
+v$(x) e&:n K$2x. (79)
Step (4). Final Estimate for P( |#^n (0)&_2X |x). First an application
of (79) with :n=n to the r.h.s. of (70) yields
1
2
P { |An |x2=  _1+
1
2
u$(x)& 1[u$(x)0] e&nK$1x2+v$(x) e&nK$2x
=: E1+E2 . (80)
Let u~ :=u(x)[1+u(x)2]. For the first sum in the r.h.s (76), we find by
successive applications of (77)(78)
\ :2n+ :2(12) n+ e
&(13) n!(xs, 2)
\ :2n+ :2(12) n+\_1+
1
2
u(x)& 1[u(x)2] e&(13) nK1x2h22
+v(x) e&(13) nK2xh2+
\ :2n+ :2(12) n+_1+
1
2
u(x)& 1[u(x)2] e&(13) nK1x2h22
+ :
21
v(x) e&(13) nK2xh2
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1[u(x)n] u~ (x) e&(13) nK1x
2h2n+1[u(x)1] u~ (x) e&(13) nK1 x
2h2
+
3v(x)
nK2x log h
e&(13) nK2x
=: E3+E4+E5 . (81)
Similarly, for the last sum in (76),
:
(12) n<2<n
:
s0
e&!(xs, 2)
 :
(12) n<2<n \_1+
1
2
u(x)& 1[u(x)2] e&K1x2h22+v(x) e&K2xh2+
1[u(x)(12) n] u~ (x) e&(13) nK1x
2h2n
+
v(x)
K2x(log h) h(n2)&1
e&K2xh(n2)&1 (82)
=: E6+E7 . (83)
Collecting all these estimates gives
P( |#^n (0)&_2X |x)E1+ } } } +E7 . (84)
Estimate for P(M &n ). Recall that under the assumptions, we have
cn n’&0 and nn* (hence h
n2n). Since M &n [&Tn&#0&$
&
0 ]
ml=0 [ |#^n (l)&#0 (l)|(m+1)
&1 $&0 ], we may apply (84) with x=
(m+1)&1 $&0 . Taking into account the condition h
n2n, one easily checks
that P( |#^n (0)&_2X |(m+1)
&1 $&0 )+0 e
&n+$0 for some constants +00
and +$0>0. As we also have P( |#^n (l)&#0 (l)|(m+1)&1 $&0 )+le
&n+$l
for some constants +l0 and +$l>0, l=1, ..., m, we take +=+0+ } } } ++m
and +$=min[+$0 , ..., +$m] to conclude the first part (i) of the proposition.
Estimate for P(M +n ). Here we apply (84) with x=(m+1)
&1
$+0 - cnn. Under the assumption ncnq2, it is readily checked that
n2u(x). Therefore, E3=E6=0. Taking into account the conditions nn*
(hence hn2n) and cn n(q1 h)2 7 q22 7 ’
+
0 , we find
P { |#^n (0)&_2X |(m+1)&1 $+0 cnn =
&1 {1+log ncn +\log
n
cn+
2
= e&&$1cn+&2 {1+ ncn +
1
cn= e&&$2 - ncn
with some constants &j0 and &$j>0 ( j=1, 2). As for (i), the result (ii) of
the proposition follows by summing these inequalities over l=0, ..., m.
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To complete the proof of Proposition 8, it remains to prove Lemma 13.
Proof of Lemma 13. Part (i) follows from the elementary inequality
tk=s p
uk ts&1 p
u xdx.
Part (ii). As !(x)=(x22g) 7 ({ |x|2), we have !(x)=x22g if |x|{g,
and !(x)= 12 { |x| otherwise. Since xs, 2=K0 h
2s+2x, one has |xs, 2 |{g if
and only if ss* := 12[u(x)&2]. Assume that u(x)2. For ss*,
exp[&:n !(xs, 2)]exp[&:n!(x0, 2)]=exp[&:n K1x2h22]. As (1+s*)
[1+ 12u(x)], we find
:
ss*
exp[&:n !(xs, 2)][1+ 12u(x)] 1[u(x)2] e
&:nK1x
2h22.
For s>s*, we have that !(xs, 2)=K2xh2sh2. By applying Part (i) with
p=exp[&:nK2 xh2] and u=h2, it follows that
:
s>s*
exp[&:n !(xs, 2)] :
s0
exp[&:nK2 xh2sh2]v(x) e&:nK2xh
2
.
Part (iii) follows in the same way as for Part (ii). K
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